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While performing type "B" and "C" containment . penetration leakage testing during
refueling, the leakage from Hydrogen Purge Piping (penetration 82) was excessive.
The leakage was in excess of the capability of the test equipment.

| Investigation showed the outside containment isolation valve was not completely
closed by its air operator. The lever arm woodruff key slot to the valve shaft was
worn. Further investigation showed the T-ring seat on the inner valve required
adjustments. The outer valve has been closed manually and awaiting spare parts for

| repair. Repairs will be completed prior to start-up from the refuel outage.

The above problem will result in exceeding the Plant Technical Specification require-
ment for local leakage of </=.6 La. The calculated leakage thru this penetration is
2146 ft/ min. or 161%/ day assuming the pipe was open and the containment was at LOCA
pressure.
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The plant was shutdown for a refueling outage. Local Leak Rate Testing for Type
"B" and "C" containment penetration was in progress.- While performing the local
Icak rate test on Hydrogen Purge Penetration (Penetration #82) the leakage was
in excess of the capability of the test equipment. The leakage rate was such
that an attempt to perform a pressure decay type test could not be accomplished.

Initial investigation revealed the outside containment isolation valve (2-EB-92)
was not completely closed, though it indicated closed in the control room. The
valve was closed manually and the leak test was repeated. The leakage rate was
again in excess of the capability of the test equipment and pressure decay
rethod f'r testing. The inner containment isolation valve 2-EB-91 was suspecto
of leaking. Work orders were issued to maintenance for repair of the valves.

Inspection of the inner valve revealed the T-ring seats were out of adjustment.
The seats were replaced and adjusted. On the outer valve the woodruff key slot
on the lever arm for the valve operator shaf t was worn such that the operator
elipped prior to completely closing the valve. Repairs to this valve will
include installation of a new lever . arm connector and woodruff key pending
receipt of spare parts. Repairs will be completed and the leak rate test
performed prior to start up from the refueling outage.

The valve (2-EB-99) and 2-EB-100) on the other Hydrogen Purge Penetration
(penetration 83) had slight leakage during their as-found leakage rate test.
One valve operators linkage required adjustment. After the adjustment the
leakage rate for this penetration was essentially zero. The valve operators on
this penetration were examined to determine if their woodruff key slots were
worn. No evidence of wear was detected. Specific information on valve type and
operating conditions is provided in the attached table.

It is not readily apparent why the lever arm of valve 2-EB-92 was worn and the
other valves were not. The valves are operated the same number times, i.e. no
one valve is used more than another. As shown in the table, the orientation of
valve 2-EB-92 is different than the other valves. However this is not

| considered as a possible cause due to the valve design. The most likely cause
of the lever arm wear is an increased shaft loading from a tight valve packing.

The consequences of the event is the failure of the local leak rate requirement
of less than .6La as defined in Plant Technical Specification 3.6.1.2.b. If the
valves were assumed to be fully open and the containment was at LOCA pressure of
54 psig the calculated leakage thru this 6" diameter piping would be 2146

Sft / min. or 161%/ day.

Previous LER's for similar events: 79-034, 80-032, 82-006, 84-005.

A report will be issued reporting final as-found local leakage when testing is
completed. Expected submission date is 9/1/85.
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Valve Information

Valve Numbers Penetration 82 2-EB-91 2-EB-92
Penetration 83 2-EB-100 2-EB-99

Valve Location Inside Containment Enclosure Building

Valve Type / Size Butterfly /6-Inch Butterfly /6-Inch

Valve Model Fisher 9212 Fisher 9212

Operator * Type Air Cylinder Diaphragm

Operator Model Fisher 481-15-30 Fisher 656-40

Design Code ASME Section III ASME Section III
Class 2 Class 2

"N" Stamped Yes Yes

Design Conditions

Pressure (PSIC) 60 60
Temperature (*F) 289 289
Flow (SCFM)~ 250 250
Design Life (Years) 40 40
Flange Rating 150f 150#

Operating Conditions

Normal: Pressure (PSIG) 15 15
Temperature (*F) 200_ 200

( Maximum: Pressure (PSIG) 54 54
Temperature (*F) 289 289
Media Hydrogen Hydrogen

External Environment:

Temperature (*F) -N/A 120
Relative Humidity N/A 100

Radiation Exposure (Accumulated) 10 Rads 10 Rads
(except seating material)

.

(Continued on next page)
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Operating Conditions (Cont'd)

Max / Min AP at Design-Flow (PSI) 0.009/0.013 0.009/0.013
Closing Time Max (Seconds) 5 5
Normal Position Closed Closed
Failure Position As is Closed
Handwheel No Yes
Minimum Air Required (PSIG) 80 80
Normal Air Supplied (PSIG) 80-100 80-100
Valve Flange Orientation Horizontal 2EB-92 Horizontal

2EB-99 Vertical.

. . .

Valve Materials

Body SA 516, Gr. 70
Seat Ethylene Propylene
Disc SA 516, Gr. 70
Shaft ASTM A 564, Gr. 630
Pins ASTM A 564, Gr. 630

Accumulator Package

Minimum Number of Operations 4 4
Double Acting Solenoid Valves ASCO 4-Way Dual

Control Model 834445
-Seismically Qualified Yes Yes

Valve Operators

Maximum Shutoff Pressure 60 PSI at 289'F
Limit Switches:,

! Indicate Full Open Yes Yes
Redundant Indication Yes Yes

Fully Closed
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April 4, 1985
MP-6782

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

Reference: Facility Operating License No. DPR-65
Docket No. 50-336
Reportable Occurrence RO 50-336/85-003

Gentlemen:

This letter forwards the Licensee Event Report 85-003/3L-0 required to
be submitted within thirty (30) days pursuant to paragraph 50.73
(a)(2) (ii) , a condition that resulted in a principle safety barrier
being degraded.

Yours truly,

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY

/

Y/fQ
Edward J. Mroczka

Station Superintendent
Millstone Nuclear Power Station

EJM/SLS:mo

Attachment: LER RO 50-336/85-003

cc: Dr. T. E. Murley, Region 1
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